




FENCES, bed
Have you ever googled freedom?
Results are images of people on sand beaches 
dancing into the sunset, arms wide spread,
and brainy quotes from great minds as well as major and minor celebrities.
Does even a hint of freedom exist in our 21st century?
Our partners know of our movements,Our partners know of our movements,
our coordinates are traceable through our mobile phones at all times, 
we are utterly dependent on the state for infrastructure and permits,
we voluntarily donate our data to social media, 
not to mention an occasional surveillance camera.
If freedom is such an elusive term, 
it is no wonder 
that we all too eagerly choose divisions, safety, protection: that we all too eagerly choose divisions, safety, protection: 
the golden cage.
If we choose to fence in our continent, country, city and courtyard, 
why not our ultimate remaining territory: the bed?
FENCES protects you from lions, tigers and paper planes.











Ferrum, Zincum, Aurum, 
armchairs 

In the year 15, 
visually overwhelmed 
and permanently overstimulated
we are back at the start,
wide eyed, wide eyed, 
hungry for some plan, pattern, wisdom and beauty.
These spring coils, bare of all frills, simple and honest, 
cut into the flesh of our present time,
and they choose to do it in style: 
to glitter, 
peacock 
and paand parade 
in 
a fine razzle dazzle.
Fe / Au / Zn is a story of creation, lively, vibrant and dangerous.











































LetThemSitCake!, collection of soft seating.
Sustainability from Austria:
from the 
times of 
princess 
Marie Antoinette 
to this day, to this day, 
fine pastry 
reflects  
viennese spirit 
in its finest 
tradition. 
All parts are sustainably reusable: 
wheat will feed the hungry,wheat will feed the hungry,
chocolate icing will host future visitors.                   
Recipe, per unit, sits 2:
for dough:
30 kg wheat bags
for icing:
3,5 lt fake chocolate mousse.
                                      
LetThemSitCake is included in the collection of the Wien Museum, Vienna.













































































SCRIBOman, 
paper table, 
to draw and doodle on, 
pleasently 
self-destructive, 
decomposing itself, 
down to its ultimate sheet.down to its ultimate sheet.

SCRIBOman is included in permanent collections of
the MAK, Museum of Applied Arts/Contemporary Art, Vienna, 
the Museum of Applied Art, Belgrade,
and
in the collection of the Wien Museum, Vienna.
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